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God Tells the Man Who Cares

T

he Bible was written in tears and to tears it
will yield its best treasures. God has nothing
to say to the frivolous man.
It was to Moses, a trembling man, that God
spoke on the mount, and that same man later
saved the nation when he threw himself before
God with the offer to have himself blotted out of
God’s book for Israel’s sake. Daniel’s long season
of fasting and prayer brought Gabriel from
heaven to tell him the secret of the centuries.
When the beloved John wept much because no
one could be found worthy to open the
seven-sealed book, one of the elders comforted
him with the joyous news that the Lion of the
tribe of Judah had prevailed.
The psalmists often wrote in tears, the prophets
could hardly conceal their heavyheartedness,
and the apostle Paul in his otherwise joyous epis1
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tle to the Philippians broke into tears when he
thought of the many who were enemies of the
cross of Christ and whose end was destruction.
Those Christian leaders who shook the world
were one and all men of sorrows whose witness
to mankind welled out of heavy hearts. There is
no power in tears per se, but tears and power ever
lie close together in the Church of the First-born.
It is not a reassuring thought that the writings
of the grief-stricken prophets are often pored
over by persons whose interests are curious
merely and who never shed one tear for the woes
of the world. They have a prying inquisitiveness
about the schedule of future events, forgetting
apparently that the whole purpose of Bible
prophecy is to prepare us morally and spiritually
for the time to come.
The doctrine of Christ’s return has fallen into
neglect, on the North American continent at least,
and as far as I can detect, today exercises no
power whatever over the rank and file of Biblebelieving Christians. For this there may be a number of contributing factors; but the chief one is, I
believe, the misfortune suffered by prophetic
truth between the two world wars when men
without tears undertook to instruct us in the writings of the tear-stained prophets. Big crowds and
big offerings resulted until events proved the
teachers wrong on too many points; then the reaction set in and prophecy lost favor with the
masses. This was a neat trick of the devil and it
worked too well. We should and must learn that
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we cannot handle holy things carelessly without
suffering serious consequences.
Another field where tearless men have done us
untold harm is in prayer for the sick. There have
always been reverent, serious men who felt it
their sacred duty to pray for the sick that they
might be healed in the will of God. It was said of
Spurgeon that his prayers raised up more sick
persons than the ministrations of any doctor in
London. When tearless promoters took up the
doctrine it was turned into a lucrative racket.
Smooth, persuasive men used superior salesmanship methods to make impressive fortunes out of
their campaigns. Their big ranches and heavy financial investments prove how successful they
have been in separating the sick and suffering
from their money. And this in the name of the
Man of Sorrows who had nowhere to lay His
head!
Whatever is done without heart is done in the
dark no matter how scriptural it may appear to
be. By the law of just compensation the heart of
the religious trifler will be destroyed by the exceeding brightness of the truth he touches. Tearless eyes are finally blinded by the light at which
they gaze.
We of the nonliturgical churches tend to look
with some disdain upon those churches that follow a carefully prescribed form of service, and
certainly there must be a good deal in such services that has little or no meaning for the average
participant—this not because it is carefully pre-
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scribed but because the average participant is
what he is. But I have observed that our familiar
impromptu service, planned by the leader twenty
minutes before, often tends to follow a ragged
and tired order almost as standardized as the
mass. The liturgical service is at least beautiful;
ours is often ugly. Theirs has been carefully
worked out through the centuries to capture as
much of beauty as possible and to preserve a
spirit of reverence among the worshipers. Ours is
often an off-the-cuff makeshift with nothing to
recommend it. Its so-called liberty is often not liberty at all but sheer slovenliness.
The theory is that if the meeting is unplanned
the Holy Spirit will work freely, and that would
be true if all the worshipers were reverent and
Spirit-filled. But mostly there is neither order nor
Spirit, just a routine prayer that is, except for minor variations, the same week after week, and a
few songs that were never much to start with and
have long ago lost all significance by meaningless
repetition.
In the majority of our meetings there is scarcely
a trace of reverent thought, no recognition of the
unity of the body, little sense of the divine Presence, no moment of stillness, no solemnity, no
wonder, no holy fear. But so often there is a dull
or a breezy song leader full of awkward jokes, as
well as a chairman announcing each “number”
with the old radio continuity pattern in an effort
to make everything hang together.
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The whole Christian family stands desperately
in need of a restoration of penitence, humility and
tears. May God send them soon.

